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TWD - Sou-West

TWS - 14-18kts


Sea-state: bumpy (ebb flow)



• In the following, for the upwind analysis, I have used MBF as the “datum” image. These 
images are from Race 4, where MBF started down near the pin in a neutral position, but 
within 4 mins were able to tack and cross the fleet. It was the best any of the boats 
looked all day, it terms of balanced trim, minimal driving, minimal trim adjustment 
required (but nice anticipatory trimming for the gusts, lulls, waves and flat-spots), 
constant heel angle and crew hiking out. These are all key criteria and work hand-in-
hand with each other to drive performance. The data-metrics seen on these images are 
from sensors recently installed, as I work to create real data around what makes and 
etchells fast across the wind range.


• In the Downwind Analysis images, I have identified some key criteria for what  we know 
makes and etchells perform well downwind. But the images highlight many other things 
also.


• Upwind, the left side of the course was generally quite strong - so a high importance on 
a) decent start, b) ability to hold lane to go left, c) being in a strong position in the left 
corner, so that the long port tack could be sailed without compromise.


• Downwind, sailing in puffs, being on the headed gybe and sailing the long gybe out of 
the mark looked to provide the best outcomes. Also setting up the boat well, with mast 
rake, pole position fore-aft and up-down and gear changing  with vang and mainsheet 
to get the boat close to lively enough, without being hard to control in puffs.


• From a boat-handling perspective: a) every boat should be dropping kite earlier, so that 
you turn the leeward mark set-up to go upwind. Windward mark exits were 
inconsistent, which has a knock-on effect with boat positioning and strategy for the 
remainder of the leg. This will come with time and team-work.












